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America's Oldest Weekly College Newspaper
It's amazing that the amount
of news that happens in the
world every day just exactly fits
the newspaper.
--Jerry Seinfeld
Wooster candidates select-
ed for prestigious Watson
Fellowship.
--page 2
Perspectives on the presi-- '.'
dential candidates.
--page 4
lift isuiuw ?
Voter's guide to
Presidential Election 2000.
--page 6--7
Theatre department pres-
ents Twilight: Los Angeles
1992 this weekend.
--page 9
Field hockey continues .
solid conference play.
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College unveils plans for Morgan Hall
Naomi Kresge
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Dump trucks and construction crews are on
their way back to The College of Wooster,
thanks to an unexpectedly large $8 million
grant from the Burton D. Morgan Foundation
of Hudson, Ohio. The donation will enable
construction of Morgan Hall, a new academic
building which will take the place of Hygeia
Hall at the corner of College Avenue and Pine
Street
The new building will house the economics,
business economics, psychology and education
departments as well as a new Information
Technology (IT) Center, which will encompass
Academic, and Administrative Computing as
well as teleconferencing facilities. Last week-
end also saw a $2 million donation currently
earmarked for the IT Center from Trustee
Lynne D. McCreight of Los Altos, Calif.
President R. Stanton Hales called the sas of
the Morgan Foundation gift, presented to the
College by Foundation president John . V.
Frank, "a happy surprise." The gift, at $2 mil-
lion larger than expected, is the single largest in
College history and outweighs the next-large-st
contribution, the funding for the Flo K. Gault
Library for Independent Study, by $3 million.
"Locating our programs in economics, busi-
ness economics, education and psychology
close to one another and to the IT Center will
present exciting new opportunities for synergy
and for teaching students to think creatively
and independently," Hales said.
The Burton D.' Morgan Foundation was
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The corner of College Avenue and Pine Street is the proposed site for Morgan Hall.
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This rendering depicts the proposed interior
founded in 1967 by entrepreneur Burton
Morgan to promote the ideals of invention,
risk-taki- ng and entrepreneurship. The Wooster
gift, along with an $8 million grant to Denison
University of Granville, Ohio, is part of a new
push on the part of the Foundation toward
building donations.
The Morgan Hall construction reflects the
suggestion of Dober, Lidsky, Craig and
Associates, Inc., the Belmont, Mass. campus
planning firm which released its recommenda-
tions last spring. The completion of the build
ing will allow the College
to juggle classes and
offices through the even-
tual renovation of Kauke
Hall and will lower long-ter- m
Kauke density.
Hales praised the
design of architectural
firm Perry, Dean Rogers
of Boston, Mass., citing
the "architectural chal-
lenge" of fitting a new
building onto a street with
two century-ol- d buildings
and one 32-year-- old building.
"One thing that
impressed me about the
design from the beginning
College of Wooster is mat u nas some aspctis
of Morgan Hall. of both" traditional and
modern architectural style. Hales said.
Chairman emeritus of the Board of Trustees
and Burton D. Morgan Foundation trustee
Stanley C. Gault said, "The new Burton D.
Morgan Hall will ... serve as the cornerstone
for the new planned gateway to the campus."
The building, along with the new Admissions
Center, will redefine the traditional southern
College Avenue campus entry.
Before Morgan Hall construction can begin.
Hygeia Hall must be demolished, necessitating
a move for both the Office of Campus Security
and Student Health Services. Security is slated
to move into a renovated Culbcrtson House,
while the new Student Health Services building
will be constructed near Hart House on Wayne
Avenue.
The Security and Student Health facilities are
scheduled for completion by July 1, 2001. This
would enable Morgan Hall construction to
begin by the end of the summer, with an eye to
a September 2002 completion date.
Morgan Hall as well as the new Admissions
Center will "serve to add a very solid front end
to the timetable from this decade," Hales tokl
The Voice. "That of course gives us great confi-
dence about what could be accomplished in the
next decade," he said.
An ad-h- oc committee of Wooster Trustees
will examine the rest of the Lidsky recommen-
dations. "The Trustees are just now beginning
to ... set some capital priorities," Hales said.
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All-camp-us gets
Laura Nesler
News Editor
Administration and Greeks dif--
1CICU lit 11 ll U livpuvru Jk iom.
Saturday's first all-camp- us party
of the vear. Offering conflicting
points of view. Director of
Housing and Residential Life
' Dave Brown and representatives
from the Inter-Gree- k Council
(IGC) discussed their observa-
tions of the 7th Section party in
Bissman last weekend.
New this year are rules requir-
ing the adherence to fire safety
codes, a single entrance and exit
. I wuvmWav ftf nortimn
ers in the lounge and the restric-
tion of access to the residential
nous lu visillus oiiu icaiutuu ui
. Bissman.
"I can see why they had to
(implement) the restrictions, but it
was too soon of a test ... without
going over the possibilities of
nrkit ssiilsi lignnAfl " Trmi
Cassarino '01 said. "
Yet it seems administration and
some students have miscommuni- -
cated. -
"IGC from what I heard, was
pleased with most of t the new
v .components as lar as orgunizuuu
s and ' the;, new " safety features,"'
Brown said.
Watson nominees selected;
Jill Treftz ..... - i'
Chief SMfrWRnrR- -
The opportunity to pursue an
inderjendent prpject abroad, with- -
out monetary or acaoemic'licl
cems, is many people's dream.
Thanks .'to r the Thomas ' J.
Watson Foundation, four Wooster
students are one step closer to
realizing this dream. Karen Auble
0i; Priyanka (Piya) Bhalla '01,
Chris Brubaker '01 and Stacey
Lim '01 have been selected from a
pool of 24 applicants as Wooster's
nominees for prestigious Thomas
J. j.Watson Fellowship, which
awards 60 prizes of about $24,000
for the pursuit of an international
independent study.
There are about 200 national
candidates from 50 participating
institutions. Wooster, now in its
mixed
The new component of restrict-
ing access to rooms from the
lounge was an attempt to "close
off the rest of the building .... so
. that the party would not interfere
with other residents," Brown said.
As a Pi Kappa representative to
i the IGC, Cassarino expressed
concern with the limited access to
Bissman hallways. As a "party
..
host," she says she was expected
to stand in the doorway leading
from the lounge to the stairs and
turn people away, instead telling
them to enter through another
door.
"They shut off access so your
card didn't work at the doors
unless you were a resident. They
didn't tell us they were going to do
that It was hard to explain to peo-
ple that they couldn't go up to
their rooms through the lounge. I
was stuck in between my peers
"and the administration,"
Cassarino said. -
.
.
-
The number of people attending
the party seems to be a discrepan-
cy as well. Cassarino estimates no
' more than 100 people were pres- -'
ent in the lounge at one time.
' Brown estimates that number to
: be closer to 225 (the maximum
v. number of people allowed), say-in- g,
"weiame close to- - the1 fire
code."
sixth year of participation, has an
.imnressiw. record with the
Watson Fellowship. WeWe had
six awards in the last five years," .
hadfgood
applicants.
This year's nominees propose
topics ranging from youth culture
to hearing impairment. The proj-
ects reflect the personal experi-
ences and passions of the candi-
dates, which, according to
McConnelL is an important fea-
ture of the Watson. "There's got to
be a kind of synergy between your
personal background and your
project," he said. "We're looking
for the total package." r
Auble, who spent last semester
.
in South Africa, wants to explore
the effect of socio-politic-al move- -.
- Continued on page 3
Editor: Laura Nesler Assistant Editor: Alex Pries
review
Phi Omega Sigma Dan Haines
'03 agrees with Cassarino that the
party "proved to be a bad test" and
did not observe the number of
attendees nearing the fire code. '
"If it had reached that point, it
would have been ugly. If cops had
driven by and seen a line of peo-
ple outside waiting to get in, it
would have looked bad," Haines
said.
Brown maintains that the party
atmosphere Saturday was better
than last year.
"There were no alcohol tickets
issued and there wasn't a lot of
traffic throughout the rest of the
building, which was good,"
Brown said.
Many Greek students are con-
vinced the future of all-camp- us
parties is bleak. v
"There were just too many
strange, odd and interesting things
happening that night. I don't see
having another all-camp- us in the
near future," Haines said. -
Admitting the "wide diversity
of reactions," to the party, Brown
suggests possible changes could
be in store for the current rules.
"It was only a test party and I
imagine we will probably tweak
the guidelines a little more. For
thd most part,' the- - changes we
made are good changes,". Brown,
The Battles of
Armageddon If
Presented by: ' w !
; Eric CUne ' i
Professor of Classics
at George Washington
University in D.C.
This slide lecture will be held
tonight at 8 p.m. in
Scovel Hall 205
An open reception with
beverages and snacks will .
be held in the foyer
immediately following
the presentation.
Sponsored In part by Wooster's
Program in Archaeology .
Holmes history explained
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WESTMINSTER
If you're wondering
or wandering ...
check us out.
jP Westminster Presbyterian, worshipping-i- n McGaw Chapel
Vlllv at The College ofWooster, 10:45 Sunday mornings
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Watson Fellowship
Continued from page 2
ments on youth culture by study-
ing "Hip-Ho- p expression in
Jamaica,
.
Ghana and South
Africa." Bhalla's project, titled
"The South Asian Diaspora,"
would send her to South Africa,
Guyana and Mauritius,
a small island off of the
coast of east Africa, to
examine the identity and
culture of Indian immi-
grant communities estab-
lished in the indentured
servitude systems of the
1830s.
Brubaker's subject is ' The Art
of the Euphonium in British
Brass Bands," an exploration of
the history, performance and
music of the euphonium, a brass
instrument that Brubaker himself
plays.
Finally, Lim plans to study
"Support Systems for the Oral
Hearing Impaired" in Germany,
Austria, Switzerland, England
and possibly Taiwan and
Australia, researching the educa-
tional and social support systems
offered to hearing impaired indi-
viduals who, like Lim herself, do
"There's got to be a kind of
synergy between your person-
al background and your proj-
ect. We're looking for the total
package, " McConnell said.
ates of unusual promise" to pursue a
year-lon- g independent study project
The only restrictions are that Watson
Fellows, barring extenuating circum-
stances, may not set foot in their
home country within the year of
travel, nor may they affiliate with
any academic institution.
Wooster's Fellowship
Committee, which selected the
four nominees after evaluating
their applications and interviews,
consists of Associate Professor of
Anthropology David McConnell
(chair). Associate Professor of
Biology Marilyn Loveless,
that section sit down with me
and create plans for a more
successful future, Brown said. (
Brown stressed that students
need to "start respecting College
property."
"Students may be surprised to
I m
Featuring dozens of
hundreds by the bottle beers
MON-TH- U 11AM-9P- M
(con't)
3.
Professor of German Richard
Figge and Assistant Professor of
History Peter Pozefsky.
The four nominees now have
three weeks to revise and expand
their applications before submit-
ting them to the national commit-
tee on Nov. 7. They will work
closely with McConnell
to perfect their applica-
tions and prepare for the
hour-lon- g interview with
a national representative
of the Watson
Foundation.
All four candidates are
excited about their nomi-
nations, but are very aware of the
long road still ahead. "People are
congratulating me like I already
have the fellowship. They come up
to me and say 'Hey, congratuLiDons,
you got the Watson!' and I say, 'Hey,
no I haven't!" Bhalla said.
Despite anxieties about the next
stage of the process, the nominees
agreed that coming this far was an
achievement in itself, and are
looking forward to the future. "I
wish the other candidates the best
of luck, I really do," Bhalla said.
The Fellowship prizes will be
announced on March 19, 2001.
see how much things cost and it
all adds up," Brown said.
Bissman Resident Director
Patrick Rufener declined com-
ment and Sig President Jeff
Lawver '01 was unavailable for
comment.
201 7 Portoge Rd.
Portage Square Plaza
Wooster. OH 44691
(330) 262-WIN- E (9463)
wines by the glass,
pastas-- sauces olrve oils, etc.
Bissman damages total $11,000
James Allardice
Editor-In-Chi- ef
Broken windows and lights in
.
Bissman sixth section related to
incidents in Bissman sixth section
; Saturday ' and Monday night
added up to an estimated $1 1,000
worth of damage.
Director
v
of Housing and
Residential Life Dave Brown said
he expects to meet with the lead-
ers of Phi Sigma Alpha in the
next week.
, "In fairness to the Sigs as a
group this was clearly not some-
thing that the entire group is
responsible for," Brown said.
"We have to hold individuals
accountable for individual
actions. This is not a Sig problem
so much as several individual
problems.'
Brown said that the incidents
Saturday and Monday night were
not related.
"It's time that residents of
not use sign language to commu-
nicate.
The Thomas J. Watson
Fellowship was established as a
part of the Watson Foundation in
1968 by the children of the late
Thomas J. Watson, Sr., and is
intended to enable "college gradu- -
FRI-SA- T 11 AM-11P- M
Vtfwpotnts
Party rules unfair to Greeks
After last weekend's all-camp- us experimental "test
party", the lab mice may be praying for a FETA raid. "
Now, we must first applaud the hard work of the all-camp- us
party committee to get some sort of all-camp- us
venue approved under the restrictions set them. We laud
the efforts of 7th section groups and Residential Life
staff to implement the proposed changes. We appreciate .
the fact that some of the restrictions - like the wristband
system and blocked upstairs exit - seem to have done
their job. We are even prepared to admit that, given time,'
somebody might figure out how to turn down the lights,
turn up the music and get the staff-stude-nt ratio some-
where below 1:2. - ' '
However, last Saturday's events also amply demon-
strated the basic misconceptions that seem to underlie,
the College's approach to all-camp- us parties in the first
place. The new regulations, with their mandatory party
hosts and student supervisors, effectively shift blame for
any potential problems away from the College or the
individjai(s) involved and onto the group hosting the
event.
This only perpetuates the misconception that the prob-
lems ascribed to all-can-p- us parties - from underage or
binge drinking to date rape - are the ri j1 province of
Greek groups and not an issue for the campus as a whole.
All-camp- us parties will only provide a good Greek
scapegoat for general human stupidity. '
As a result of the new regulations, certain Greek
groups have already made the decision to restrict their
parties to off-camp-us venues. They recognize that the
new regulations set them up to fail, despite their best
attempts. No party host can control what party guests
drink before they attend; no party host can control what
L..; -- ens when guests leave the party section and re-ent- er,
th ; d.-r- m by anctier door.
; 'is-- ' 7 th ' "' ) was the 1 :bc-- ' ry r.:-..- ? h;t
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Bush 's character gives him edge
I'm a Republican, though I'm
not what my friends, many of
whom are Democrats, traditional-
ly pigeonhole as a Republican
the compassionless, rich, religious
right winger who sits around and
complains about taxes and liber-
als. I had to decide which issues
were the most important to me
and vote based on those issues.
George W. Bush believes in per-
sonal responsibility. This is some-
thing that I think is exceptionally
important, particularly in our
democratic society. Government
should not be taking responsibili- -
ty for the actions of individuals; rather,
people need to be willing to take
responsibility for their own
actions. Thus, the government can
be smaller and the people can
have more direct power.
I also- - was drawn to the
BushCheney ticket because I
agree with their across-the-boa- rd
tax cut Equality is an important
part of what it means to be an
American. I see no reason why
every American shouldn't receive
back the same percentage of what
Kat Randall
they put in. The opposition often
argues that this is going to help
the rich and leave the poor behind.
Yes, the rich will receive a larger dollar
arnount back in tax relief, because they
paid more in taxes to begin with.
The environment is another
issue I care about deeply. I spent
my past two summers working for
environmental groups. Though
Bush and I do not see eye to eye
on how we should be preserving
our national wonders, he has pro-
posed returning the "significant
authority" to state and local gov-
ernments. This type of legislative
action would benefit many envi-
ronmental causes,
.
such . as the
nationwide battle with the trash
industry, which is importing and
exporting garbage across state
lines without needing the consent
of the states. These actions are
being protected by the interstate
commerce clause. Garbage is ,
waste, not interstate commerce.
By giving more environmental
; authority to state and local gov-
ernments, states like Virginia
would be able to say no to garbage
coming from places like New"
York City before the landfill out-
side of Virginia Beach is full and
becomes the largest land mass on
the eastern seaboard.
Finally, the issue of character
played into my decision. Bush
possesses what many, including
"The New York Times," have
labeled a sign of good leadership
skill. He has the humility to sur-
round himself with intelligent
people. This is recognized by many as
positive because a politician is only as
gcod as his or her staff.
I'm going to vote for Bush in
this upcoming election because I
believe in personal responsibility,
small government, equal across-the-boa- rd
tax cuts, returning envi-
ronmental authority to state and
local governments, and the impor-
tance of a president with the best
staff possible.
Kat Randall is a guest colum-
nist for The Wooster Voice.
Gore stands apart from NaderBush
On Nov. 7, America will wit-
ness the culmination of one of the
closest Presidential races in a gen-
eration. The latest poll published
by "The New York Times" shows
George Bush with 45 percent of the
vote and Al Gore with 44 percent, fol-
lowed by Ralph Nader and Pat
Buchanan, each with under 5 percent
In this election, there is much
more than just the presidency up
for grabs. There will be up to five
Supreme Court justices appointed
in the next president's term-Ther- e
has been much talk that
Bush and Gore are one and the
same. This could not be farther
from the truth. All one has to do is
examine some of their policies to
see the difference. Perhaps the
most important policy issue is the
makeup of the Supreme Court. If
Bush is elected, his appointments
will undermine all the recent pro-
gressive efforts. His justices will .
help repeal affirmative action
decisions. They could destroy any
work done regarding campaign
finance reform and might restrict
Kari HAnnFiANn
the powers of federal regulatory
agencies like the Environmental
Protection Agency. It is also cer-
tain that, with a conservative
majority in the Court, work will
begin towards repealing the repro-
ductive rights that many have
fought and died for. Gore will
appoint justices devoted to pro-
tecting these rights and will help
to protect these advances.
When it comes to the environ-
ment. Bush and Gore cannot be
farther apart. The environment
has never been even near the top
of the list of Bush's concerns.
During his aclministTation, Houston
has replaced Los Angeles as the
nation's most polluted city. His
environmental policy in Texas
was to enact voluntary cleanup
programs run by the very compa-
nies that created the pollution in
the first place. This is not a very
effective way to control pollution.
Gore has been recognized and
endorsed by both the Sierra Club
and the Friends of the Earth for his
lifelong fight tor the envircflrnent
Gore and Bush share some of
the same views on foreign and
defense policy. The greatest dif-
ference,, however, is their stance
on foreign intervention. If elected,
Bush is likely to avoid involve-
ment with foreign conflict-Clearl- y,
human rights violations
in the world would go unpunished
if Bush were elected president On
the other hand. Gore has bad an
' important role in the Clinton adminis-
trations successful foreign policy and
has supported American interventions
to stop human rights violations. .
Votes cannot be squandered on
a third party candidate. If you
really want to make a difference,
you must vote for someone who
has a chance. On Nov. 7, my vote
will be going toward Al Gore, and I
hope that all of you who truly care
to make a difference will join me.
Karl Haddeland is a guest
columnist for The Wooster Voice
and is president of the' College
"
:- - Democrats.
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Nader votes
To the Editors:
I am frightened that political
pessimism will characterize our
generation's impact on this elec-
tion and may initiate a pattern of
compromise and complacency for
decades to come that is an abdica-
tion of the power and choice guar-
anteed to us by the United States'
Constitution.
I have spoken with many stu-
dents who, like you, will be voting
for Al Gore, on Nov. 7th, not
because they believe in the man or
his platform, but rather feel an
obligation to keep George W. ..
Bush out of office because this
election is too close to rally
around a progressive third-part- y
candidate. To this reasoning I ask,
when would be a good time to
vote for Ralph Nader and progres-
sive social change? When a well-like- d
democrat has a wide lead?
It occurs to me that the very rea-
son the two corporate-funde- d can-
didates are so close in this election
is that neither -- man is inspiring,
neither is reaching outside their
party lines to independents
.
or
non-voter- s, because in my opin-
ion, they represent the same-ol-d
same-ol- d.
Gore is outwardly the more lib-
eral of the two; he is capturing the
r Hoftttru
1 &1 C4D.-- T Ttt WeJ i.THf J1 HO J
I btut -- t it.' V w tl-- e
have value
liberal voting block without hav-
ing to work for it a Gore presi-
dency would not reconsider the
death penalty, would not examine
the War On Drugs, would build a
$60 billion National Missile
Defense System that would upset
the balance of power in the East,
and would continue the $100 bil-
lion annual taxpayer funded cor-
porate welfare handouts.
These and many other issues
are not being addressed in the
presidential debates, at rallies or
in the major news media, and a
GoreBush vote would send a
message that these issues are truly
not important to you.
Gore has to do nothing other
than run on the Democratic ticket
to get your vote, and his platform
is a rehashing of the issues
Clinton won with but was not able
to effectively act on, such as uni-
versal health-car- e. A Bush presi-
dency would at least mobilize the
populace against proposals such
as non-progress- ive Supreme
Court nominations and building
more prisons, but who would
speak against President Gore
when he proposes those same ini-
tiatives?
Think about our nation for a
long moment who stands out;
who inspires you? Is it Abe
ten 1.6$;
and more
Lincoln, Susan B. Anthony,
Martin Luther King Jr., or Millard
Filmore, Lyndon Johnson and
middle-of-the-ro- ad public fig-
ures? If the citizens of the past
were afraid to follow these lead-
ers, if they believed that it was too
risky at the. present to move for
change, to speak against inequali-
ty and corruption, how would
your life be different? I feel we
have a debt as young progressives
to act in the vein of our revered
predecessors, to participate in the
formation of our generation's
identity rather than inherit the pre-
vious era's.
I believe that my vote for Ralph
Nader for President of the United
States is a political molotov cock-
tail lobbed at the out-o- f touch,
money-drive-n stagnation of the
increasingly similar two parties. I
believe that the Green Party's
platform, based on nonviolence,
feminism, social justice, and other
progressive values, is a launching
point for the struggles of the 21st
century.
The question is not when will it
be appropriate to work for these
changes but rather, when will you
start? Nov. 7th is as good as any
day.
-- Victor Rortvedt '02
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C.O.W. cards denied
To the Editors:
As a senior here at Wooster, I
have witnessed numerous acts of
stupidity. However, one action
this past Saturday night topped
that list No, it was not the absurd-
ity of some of the all-camp- us
party regulations that upset me.
No, it was not the behavior of any
student or group of students
attending this party that made me
angry. I am enraged and offended by
the fact that C.O.W. cards would only
grant students access to the building
in which they live. There are sev-
eral reasons why this upset me.
First, shutting off student access
to dorms other than their own not
only created a huge inconven-
ience for students but also a safe-
ty issue. Weekends are a time
when numerous students enter
dorms other than their own. It is
such a hassle to have to call up to
your friend's room on the fourth
floor of Armington and have them
come down and open the door for
you. Moreover, it is unsafe for a
student to have to wait outside for
the door to be opened. Our cam-
pus pledges to be concerned with
the safety of our students. Yet on
Saturday night, students could not
get into dorms. What if someone
was being followed and needed to
enter the first residence' hall they
passed? Well, unless that student
happened to live in that dorm,
they were not going to be able to
seek refuge.
In addition, I am angered that I.
both a student and a party host this
weekend, was not informed that
this shut-o- ff of dorm access was
going to take place. Whenever
there is going to be an outage in
the computer system, the whole
campus community is notified
that such a shutdown is going to
occur. Why was there no notifica-
tion that access to dorms was
going to be limited Saturday
night? Many people, including
myself, were confused as to why
their C.O.W. cards were not work-
ing. I figured it was just some
glitch in the system. I never
thought that such a shutdown
would be planned. I incorrectly
assumed that those in charge of
such a thing would be responsible
enough to inform the campus
community of such an event.
I volunteered several hours
Saturday night to work as a party
host at the all-camp- us party held
by IGC. I also spent an hour on
Friday meeting with Dave Brown,
Dave Wagner and the other party
hosts going over the new party
guidelines. Not once were the
party hosts informed, nor was it
stated on the written list of party
guidelines that were given to us
that one of the new guidelines was
that access to the dorm where the
party was being held was going to
be limited to the residents of that
dorm. Moreover, although I have
been present at many discussions
of the new party guidelines at
SGA, Campus Council and IGC
meetings, not once was the issue of
limiting dorm access mentioned.
I hated having to tell people that
they were not allowed to the 7th
Section lounge by either of the
side doors and that in order to
enter any other part of Bissman
they would have to go in through
one of the other main doors. Many
people were not accepting of this
new rule and at times it created
problems for the party host trying
to regulate the door. These prob-
lems were exacerbated by the fact
that, unless you lived in Bissman,
you would not have been able to
enter the dorm from any of the
main doors because access was
shut off. It is probably a good
thing that I did not know before- - ,
hand of this ridiculous policy. If I "
had known, I would have been let- -
.
ting people through the lounge
doors.
In closing, if you want students
to follow the new party regula-
tions, you have to make the regu-
lations logical and feasible. In my
opinion, more problems were cre-
ated this weekend than were
resolved. I will never again serve
as a party host and I do not foresee
many other people wanting to do
so either.
In the matter of limiting dorm
access, if you are going to do such
a thing again have the courtesy '
and decency to treat us stu-
dents like the adults that we
are and inform us of your inten-
tions, if not for our sanity and
convenience at least do it for our
safety.
--Antonia Cassarino '01
SGA Senator and IGC
Representative
Features 6Editors: Leila Atassi & Molly McKinney
The Voice Voter's Guide for Election 2000 : The Candidates
Al Gore Democrat
Nicknamed "Prince Albert" in a Trudeau
"Doonsbury" cartoon, Al Gore, Jr. has been
popularly depicted by the press as the stiff
intellectual with a privileged and politically
pompous background.
Gore's rigid upbringing explains some of
his shortcomings in the loose-and-casu- al
department ATs father Gore Sr., born dirt-- .
poor in the .hills of Tennessee, worked his
way to the top and served three terms in the
U.S. Senate. Gore Sr. made very clear his
ambitions for his son. When Gore Jr. was
nominated for vice president in 1992, Gore
Sr. exclaimed, "We raised him for it!" Al's
father required him to do 50 push-up- s every
morning, and in the summer he rose at dawn
to do grueling farm work.
In prep school at St. Albans, the disci-
plined Gore Jr. continued to feel the pres-
sure to succeed and live up to his father's
expectations. Though he was a serious stu-
dent at Harvard in the late 60s, Gore
showed a wild side at times, speeding on his
motorcycle, chugging beer and -- smoking
marijuana (with all the curtains closed and .
the lights off so no one could see, according
to a friend). Gore's interest in studies of the
Cuban Missile Crisis lead him to concerns
about human self-destructi- on, specifically
relating to the environment and nuclear-arm- s
control.
As the Vice President, Gore urged
Clinton to take stronger stands on the envi
ronment, such as an energy tax and an
international agreement to limit green-
house gases. He has been a long-tim- e
promoter of internet communications.
He also favored intervention abroad in
Haiti, Bosnia, Iraq and Kosovo. While
these programs were only partially suc-
cessful, Gore was loyal to Clinton even
after the Whitewater and Lewinsky scan-
dals, praising him as "the greatest presi-
dent in history," though Gore condemns
Clinton's behavior in the Lewinsky scan-
dal.
After Harvard, Gore worked as an
Army journalist in Vietnam, then
returned home restless and studied divin-
ity and law at Vanderbilt After reporting
for "The Tennessean," he earned a con-
gressional seat in 1976 and became a
nuclear-arm- s control expert in the 1980s.
He was elected to the Senate in 1984 and
in 1992 became Clinton's running mate.
Gore admits he can be stiff and has
tried to loosen up over the years, partial-
ly with the advice of New Hampshire
Democrat Amie Amason before the 1996
election: "You're not perky enough."
Gore does show his easy-goin- g side with
his family: Tipper and four children
(Karenna, 27; Kristen, 23; Sarah, 21;
Albert in, 17). For an in-dep- th interview
with Al Gore, refer to the Nov. 9, 2000
edition of "Rolling Stone."
Pat Buchanan Reform Party
Pat Buchanan was bom in Washington
and educated at private Jesuit schools until
he attended Georgetown University for hi&.
undergraduate degree and Columbia
University for his graduate degree. He has
been a newspaper columnist, a political tel-
evision commentator, a senior advisor to
Richard Nixon and Ronald Reagan and
twice a candidate for the Republican presi-
dential nomination. -
Representing the Reform , Party,
Buchanan is anti-gu- n control, anti-abortio-n,
and pro-dea-th penalty. As president, he
plans to abolish the Department of
Education and oppose programs like
- s :
Information compiled from
Newsweek and Time magazine by
Lauren Kulchawik and Erin
- McCanru
School-- to-Wo- rk because they emphasize
skills over true education. He also plans to
merge the Bureau of Alcohol, -- Tobacco
and Firearms into simply another division
"
of the FBI.
Buchanan's running mate, Ezola Foster,
received her undergraduate degree from
Texas Southern University and did her
graduate work at Pepperdine University.
She has spent the last 33 years as a public
.
school teacher and administrator, mostly
in South Central Los Angeles. Initially a
Democrat, she was the first black woman
to appear on the ballot as a Republican
candidate for California's State Assembly.
She is a strong proponent of family values
and has been called Buchanan's "political
soul mate."
Rarely reaching more than one percent
in most polls, Buchanan and Foster were
also barred from the recent debates.
George W. Bush Republican
George. W. Bush, nicknamed "W" (pro-
nounced "dubya"), and in school called
"the Lip," also grew up in a politically
minded atmosphere. However, while
Bush Jr. deeply reveres his father, he
doesn't want to play up the "son of" label.
Bush's candid "good ole boy" demeanor
stems from a childhood spent in Texas
through age 15. He was known in family
as the jokester, a trait that followed him to
school at Phillips Academy in Andover.
The competitive nature of the school
did not appeal to George W., who sat the
bench on the
.
basketball and baseball
teams. Here he picked up his sarcastic
smirk, hung out with the popular crowd
and participated as head cheerleader (one
time he even dressed in drag and wore a
wig as a joke).
After Andover, the easy-goin- g Bush Jr.
followed in his father's footsteps after all,
attending college at Yale and becoming a
member of Scull and Bones secret society,
a fighter pilot and a Texas oilman. Bush,
who claims a disdain for "arrogant liberal
intellectuals," made a point of separating
himself from the student radicals in the
60s. He became president of Delta Kappa
Epsilon, a fraternity with a party-hear- ty
reputation. He opposed snobbery, and
was happy with a gendemen's C. Like his
fellow students, he hesitated to volunteer
service in Vietnam, instead choosing to join
the Texas National Guard. "
Bush attended Harvard Business school,
where he was determined to be different
from the crowd he came to class wearing
his flight jacket and cowboy boots and
chewing tobacco.. He returned home to
Midland to work in the oil business. Once
he met his wife Laura, he quit drinking and
started attending church.
Bush first ran for political office in
1978's Congressional election, and
lost. He helped with his father's cam-
paign in 1988 and was elected gover-
nor of Texas in 1994. Since then, his
governing style has been to make decisions
quickly and trust the advice of an intelligent
staff, a team approach.
His stated priorities are cutting taxes,
reforming Social Security, overhauling the
education system, and building a missile
defense. In Texas, his focus was mainly
education, and he kept the state's momen-
tum for rising test scores.
However, his government in Texas has
been accused of poor fiscal management,
mediocre interests in children's health and
low-inco- me housing, and a weak stance on the
environment (with Texas haying the worst air pol-
lution in the nation)..
Ralph Nader Green Party
Born in 1934 to Lebanese immigrant
parents, Ralph Nader grew up in north-
western Connecticut He graduated magna
cum laude from Princeton 19 years later
and then took his degree from Harvard
Law School in 1958. In 1963, at 29, he left
a law firm in Hartford and hitchhiked to
Washington, D.C. In 1965 he was instru-
mental in forcing General Motors to admit
wrongdoing in the safety standards of
motor vehicles. With a band of activists
from around the country, Nader headed
"Nader's Raiders," confronting everything
from the meatpacking industry to the
Federal Trade Commission. Nader espe-
cially encourages college students to "give
a damn" about their country, asserting that
real patriotism is caring enough about our
country to actually get involved and do
something. His organizations have been
instrumental in everything from the pass-
ing of the Freedom of Information and
Safe Drinking Water Acts to the launching
of the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration and the Environmental
Protection Agency; Since 1980, Nader has
focused his efforts on creating a govern-
ment which would be sensitive to the needs
of its citizens and consumers.
Vice-President- ial Candidate Winona
LaDuke graduated from Harvard in 1982
and currently lives on the White Earth
Reservation in Minnesota. In 1994, she was
named one of Time Magazine's 50 most
promising leaders under the age of 40. She
believes in universal health care, day care
for working mothers and decreased military
spending:
Nader and Laduke, running as representa-
tives of the Green Party, were not permitted
to participate in the three televised debates
because they did not maintain a 15 percent
approval raring in each of 5 different polls.
In recent polls, Nader and LaDuke have
anywhere from 5 to 17 percent of the vote in
several states. In California, the ticke "las
eight percent of the vote and in Alaska the
number is as high as 17 percent
Want to voice your opinion ? Then vote on November 7
Molly McKinney
Features Editor
. The Presidential Debates may
be over, but the campaign contin-
ues. With less than a month until
election day, it is important for
voters to stay informed about the
issues and the candidates. '
With cable in every dorm room,
students now have access to CNN
and C-SP- AN and can no longer
plead lack of information. Thanks
to campus organizations and dif-
ferent" political science and com-
munication classes, Wooster stu-
dents are being encouraged to
vote, and they are helped along in
every step of the process.
If you have not registered, or
Election 2000: The issues and where the candidates stand
ABORTION
GORE: Supports a woman's
right to choose.
BUSH: Opposes abortion
except in cases of incest and
rape, or when pregnancy puts
the life of the . mother at
risk; Supports parental notifica-
tion would ban late-ter- m
abortion and the use of taxpay-
er funds for abortion. " i
BUCHANAN: V Opposes.
Would require any nominees to
the Supreme Court to be pro--'
life. Supports . an . "act of
Congress conferring constitu --
tional rights of personhood of
unborn children." ; ; '
NADER: Supports a
woman's right to choose. .
CAMPAIGN FINANCE
REFORM.
GORE: May be genuinely
uncomfortable with his image
since 96. The VP will try to
use : the issue" unless the
Buddhist temple gets too hot ;
for him. :" V
BUSH: Not too keen on it
why would he be? Talks about
it occasionally to woo McCain
voters, but only when he
absolutely has to.
BUCHANAN: A major :
plank in his "special interest"
ravings, but seems to realize it
bores his crowd as a practical
did not request an absentee ballot, ,
then you are too late to vote. If
you are voting in this election,
there are a few things to note:
Al Gore, Ralph Nader, Pat
Buchanan, John Hagelin and
Harry Brown will debate on C-SP- AN
this Friday, Oct. 20, 8 p.m.
On Monday, Oct 23, at 8
p.m.there will be an informational
session in Wishart's Lean Lecture
Hall regarding candidate issues.
Election day is Tuesday, Nov.
7. All absentee ballots must be at
their respective board of elections
offices by 7-p.- m. on voting day.
This means that you should send
in your ballot by the previous
Friday (Nov 3) if you want it to
reach your district in time to
issue. Wants to get unions and
corporations out of the donation
' game. , -
NADER: Same as
Buchanan:"The two parties are
converging more and more into a
huge vested interest money-pot- "
But he'd prefer to keep his gaze
focused on the big corporations. !
? DEATH PENALTY :
GORE: Supports the death
'penalty. -- ,. , , --
. .
.
BUSH: Supports it Since it
was reinstated in. the late 70s,
more executions have been con-
ducted in Texas while Bush was
governor in excess of 130
than during any other governors
term.
BUCHANAN: Supports. '
NADER; Opposes.
EDUCATION
GORE: Still stands against ,
vouchers but has edged away
from teacher's unions by calling"
for standardized teacher testing.
BUSH: Still stands for vouch-
ers, but has edged away from the
right by supporting the existence
of the Department of Education.
"BUCHANAN: Not a concern.
NADER: Nothing specific.
ENVIRONMENT :.
: GORE: This should be his
playing field, but he's also con
count If you live far away, say,
California, it would be a good
idea to get your ballot out at least
a week before election day.
If you have registered to vote
in Wooster, thanks to Peace by
Peace, remember that there are a
number of districts within college
limits. For example, those who
live in Kenarden will vote at a
different location than those
who live in Holden. Signs will
be posted informing you as to
where you should vote, and shut-
tles will be provided to the differ-
ent locations.
So get out and vote! Otherwise
you forfeit your right to whine
about the results for the next four
years.
cerned about his business donors.
Has been sketching out a plan to
make nature good business and in
' the meantime will focus on Bush's
big oil ties and drilling plans.
BUSH: Technically pro-environm- ent
but his Texas record is
uneven. . Most of his pronounce-
ments concern how the EPA is
messing up our lives, but he's got
some innovative ideas about cor-
porate incentive programs.
BUCHANAN: "He'll clean up
those immigrants yet"
NADER: The epidemic of
silent environmental violence
continues," and it is all Big
Business1 fault' The issue is still a
Nader favorite and certainly a
Green one, but he's more con-
cerned with stroking the unions
who are generally less concerned
with environmental causes.
FOREIGN POLICY
GOBE: He will keep continuity
with the Clinton administration a
foreign policy driven by the promotion
of trade and US. economic interests,
and projecting U.S. influence in the
pursuit of global stability and
democracy. Supports humanitari-
an intervention when judged in
the national interest, but empha-
sizes ' preemptive political and
economic action to avoid crises.
BUSH: While endorsing global
engagement ' to ensure stability
Party gathered
Nader.
Wooster 's Green
support of Ralph
and promote trade and democracy.
Bush styles himself a "cold-eye- d
realist" and has been harshly crit-
ical of what he sees as the Clinton
administration's haphazard for-
eign policy. Advocates strength-
ening the U.S. military but send-
ing it abroad only in the national
, interest and with a clear exit strat-
egy- :
, BUCHANAN: No comment
: NADER: He engages in preven-
tive diplomacy by remedying conflicts
before they create global "hot spots."
He supports the rights of the peas-
ants and workers over those of the
dictators and oligarchs. ' :
GUN CONTROL
GORE: Supports licensing new
handgun buyers, limiting gun pur-
chases to one a month and ban-
ning inexpensive and easily con-
cealed handguns.
BUSH: Has been a defender of
the gun industry and their right to
sell guns to right-thinki- ng citizens
gun-make- rs are counting on his
protection and support All of his
policy papers on the subject begin
with "Supports stronger
enforcement of existing gun
laws." Yet he edges center-war- d
with background checks,
minimum-ag- e requirements
and trigger-loc-k support
maybe enough to make it hard for
Gore to draw a bead on him.
Billionaires
?,.,! 'Zr ,
J.
1 i. :
photo by Amelia Kays
in demonstration on Tuesday in
BUCHANAN: Not a big con-
cern.
NADER: The left side
supports trigger locks, licens-
ingregistration, banning of cer-
tain weapons, stronger enforce-
ment of existing laws.
HEALTH CARE
. GORE: Would strengthen
Medicare, make health insur-
ance available to small business-
es, boost prenatal health aware-
ness and support the Patients'
Bill of Rights. Pledges to ensure
' that all children will have health
insurance by 2005. ' '; '. .
BUSH: Would provide a SZ000
refundable health credit for purchas-
ing insurance. Also advocates
making it easier for small busi-
nesses to obtain lower-co- st
insurance through associations
and removing federal regula-
tions that restrict state flexibility
in designing and implementing
programs for the uninsured.
BUCHANAN: NA
(Buchanan campaign staff was
unable to provide a position
paper.)
NADER: Supports nonprofit
universal health care. Also sup-
ports placing price restraints on
drugs developed with taxpayer
"
money.
, Facts compiled from:
www.time.comtime
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Dilyard's artistic work extends well beyond campus
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Despite working in a profession
that has dropped below lawyers in
terms of public opinion, Matt
Dilyard manages to earn respect
through his photographic work.
"A lot of people look at the
paparazzi and assume every pho-
tographer is unethical, irresponsi-
ble and crosses all bounds of pri-
vacy," Dilyard said. Certainly,
Dilyard isn't a member of the
paparazzi in his current job as
campus photographer. But he
does understand the ethical dilem-
mas photojournalists face. v
Dilyard is displaying a collec-
tion of his photographs from 18
years of work as a photojour-nali- st
for "The Daily Record" for
five years and the last 13 years as
the College's campus photogra-
pher on the Lowry art wall.
After graduating high school
of his photojournalistic career.
Dilyard worked for The Dairy
Record" for five years before ending
his career there at die age ofjust 23, in
1987, when The College of Wooster
offered him a job.
"I just got burned out with pho-
tojournalism, Dilyard said.
"Even in Wooster, where there :
isn't that much hard news, it got
to the point where it was too emo-
tional for me. There's such an
intensity level ... one day you are
covering a fatal accident and the
next you are in court covering a
trial. It was hard to make that
transition to the College in that
sense. You have to take things so
seriously in journalism and it's
definitely different here," he said.
Dilyard believes to be a suc-
cessful photojoumalist "you have
to be intrusive and be able to read
people. People skills are really
important when you go to an acci- -
'
-t
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.
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This 1985 photo "Vet'
Photo by Matt Dilyard
is of a WWI Vet preparing for a parade.
Dilyard intended to work at The
Daily Record" and get his degree
at University of Akron, but photo-
journalism quickly took over his
life. "I figured I could do both,
but I just got totally, involved in
it," Dilyard said of the beginnings
' dent scene and have to explain to
a family why it's worth recording.
It's hard; you just never know
how someone's going to react,"
he said.
While he admits at times that he
misses the variety of photojour
nalism, Dilyard
is content at
Wooster. "I'm
- in a good posi-
tion right now,"
Dilyard said.
"In many ways
it's very similar
and I get my fix
of action . and
more newsy,journalistic
assignments."
Whether it's
taking photos at
nearly every
home sporting
event or attend-
ing an invite
only event with
a group of stu-
dents with
President Bill
Clinton, Dilyard
V V r
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Photo by Matt Dilyard
Titled "Incoming," this award-winnin-g photograph is published in "The Best Of
Photojournalism 8. " '
.
.
believes bis best
work is that which is most jour-
nalistic. "When I have time I
don't do as well," Dilyard said. "I
think my best work involves
action and catching people doing
what they are doing, almost
oblivious to the camera. I think
. I'm pretty good at stopping
, action. I like the real things better
than getting people to pose," he
said.
Of the photos displayed on the
art wall, Dilyard cites "Incoming"
(see photo) as his favorite.
Dilyard said, "There are just so
Daid Powell
' A&E Editor
ThouShaltNot, a band com-
posed solely of Wooster stu-
dents, played the Out'and in
Columbus, Ohio last "Tuesday
iv ' t. T .' band describes C.eir
many different elements coming
together at once ... and it hap-pen- ed
to be caught on film." He
claimed national recognition for
the photo, awarded the second
prize for a sports feature in the
1986 pictures of the year contest
by the National Press
Photographers Association.
Dilyard said that he was heavi-
ly influenced by "Life" Magazine '
growing up. "Seeing images of
the Vietnam War really hit home
for me," he said; "As I got older I
got a camera, learned the techni
-
--
?-C-j U
this time. . .
"The crosvd was..enthusiastic
and dancing," Hans '02 said. "
Another college band, Furnace
St., frora Ober'.'.n, opened for
ThouSa-l.No- t. Hans fait that the
ba-.- Js co:r;!ar:-::t- a J e.h c '.er
vt'.l.
t: t ' : . s .1
cal things and fell in love-- with
newspapers. Once I got involved
with it in high school I knew it
. was what I wanted to do."
" Dilyard's art wall photos show
his love for action and embrace
his Wayne County roots. His best
work freezes a moment - the
hawk nose of the oldest veteran,
the single kid on a Little League
team remembering lus fly just in
time, the athlete ripping the net
down with her teeth that most
of us without a camera lens let
pass us by.
r int. -- k
the name was changed due to its
connotation. Fuleki joined later
has remained a consistent mem-
ber of the band.
The hand has released a self-t;:'e-d
u:n under the Seattle
b:-.--- 1 1-:;- ; 1 1-- bel ADSR Music
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Monologues depict '92
David Powell
A&E Editor
As part of the Wooster Forum
series the Theatre department will
be performing Anne Deveare
Smith's Twilight: Los Angeles,
1992," The multimedia perform-
ance is a reflection of the famous
L.A. riots following the verdict of
the trial of the four police officers
who beat Rodney King.
The presentation cen-
ters
The
on issues of justice, of
racial conflict, media
portrayal and hope all
common themes of
democracy, relevant to
the 2000 Forum series. '
In what could probably be best
described as a documentary, Anna
Deveare Smith interviewed an
eclectic group of individuals asso-
ciated with, or critical of, the riots
to varying degrees. The inter-
views are presented as a string of
monologues. Wooster's produc-
tion directed by Theater Professor
Shirley Hutson-Findle- y is an
excerpt of abou,t 30 of these
presentation centers on issues
justice, racial conflict, media
portrayal and hope all common
themes in democracy ...
mous man whose was beaten on
video by rioters; and Paul Parker,
chair of the defense committee for
the "L.A. 4" who beat Denny.
The monologues are grouped in
thematic headings characterizing
"
each narrator's involvement in the
conflict. One heading, "War
Zone," includes rioters and loot-
ers. Other headings include
"Here's a Nobody," "Kinda
Lonely" and "Justice."
(1:25)4:25,7:25,9:45
(1:05)4:05,7:00. 10:15
(1:45) 4:35, 7:35, 10:05
(1:00)4:00,6:55, 9:55
(1:50)4:30,7:20,9:30
(1:30)4:20 --
(4:20)7:10,9:35
(1:35)4:45, 7:15, 10:00
(1:55) 4:55,7:30, 10:10
(1:10)4:10,7:05,9:50
Beginning .Friday at
Cinemark
,....--- .
Movies 10
Bedazzled (PG-1- 3)
Pay it Forward (PG-1- 3)
Lost Souls (R)
The Contender (R)
The Ladies Man (R)
Digimon: The Movie (PG)
Get Carter (R) N
Meet the Parents (PG-1- 3)
Rememeber the-Titan- s (PG)
The Exorcist (R)
monologues, represented by 10
Wooster students and two faculty
members.
The interviewees include peo-
ple ranging from
.
Korean shop
owners whose shops were
destroyed to the-- rioters them-
selves. Among the interviewed
are Bill Bradley; Rodney King's
aunt; Reginald Denny, the infa--
-
Re-releas- ed with unseen footage
Almost Famous (R) 4:15
What lies Beneath (PG-1- 3) (1:20) 6:50, 9:40
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Sorry, no passes
Not playing at this time on Saturday or Sunday
AU shows before 5 pan. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5:00 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call 345-875- 5
L.A. riots
The performance is more than
just live theatre; it is a multimedia
presentation. Along with mono-
logues, projections are made onto
three screens placed on stage.
Not only do the projections show
the category heading and identity
of the speaker, they are also used
to show videos and photos associ-late- d
with the riots.
For those of us
who may . not
remember the
events " centered
around the riots
perfectly, a multi
media timeline of
the events leading up to and dur-
ing the L.A. riots is featured
before the actual presentation,
right after the doors open.
The timeline informs and sets
a jarring mood" said Assistant
Director Adrienne Moon '01.
To aid with the development of
the presentation, guest
Multimedia Designer Kade
.Mendelowitz was invited to par-
ticipate. Mendelowitz is an assis-
tant professor and Lighting
Designer and Technical Designer
for the University of Alaska
Fairbanks Theatre department.
He has designed productions of
"Runways," "Secret Garden,"
The Nutcracker" and "Jesus
Christ Superstar." He is also the
owner of Multimakers, a multi-
media design company.
Wooster Associate Professor of
Psychology Bill Scott was the
guest Sound Designer. Scott
designed the sound with an electro-
nically-outfitted guitar fed
through a sound-mangli- ng com-
puter.
The presentation wiir open
Thursday night, Oct. 19 and will
run through Saturday Oct. 21.
The Thursday and Friday show
will be at 8:15 p.m. The Saturday
show starts at 8:45 p.m. The
doors open for the opening time-
line 30 minutes before the show
begins. To purchase tickets, call
the box office at x2241 .
Since it is Parents' Weekend,
the Theatre department feels it
is important to advise visiting
families that the presentation
does deal with mature content
and includes some mature
3.
"Dancer" style unique
Victor Rortvtdt
Film Critic
' In a sense, every film with
the possible exception of Gus
Van Sant's "Psycho" is origi-
nal; but there are a handful that
seep creativity from the cellu-
loid into the consciousness of
cinema and can rightfully be
called original masterworks.
Lars Von Trier, a perpetual
burr in the side of film schools
and how-t- o manuals on film-
making, has wrought anew the
borders of cinema with "Dancer
In The Dark," an anti-music- al
starring Icelandic singer Bjork
in her acting debut.
Von Trier was one of the
founding members of the
Danish film collective Dogme
95, a group that laid dictums for
filmmaking that stripped away the
artifice and gloss of Hollywood pro-
ductions. 'Refusing to use tripods,
make-u- p, special effects, post-producti- on
sound, artificial
lighting and utilizing Digital
Video as their medium, the
Dogme filmmakers produced
innovative and provocative
films like "Celebration,"
"Mifune" and Von Trier's The
Idiots."
"Dancer In The Dark" is the
wizened reconstitution of that
fundamental doctrine. The
Danish film artist forgoes his
rules on tripods and sound for
the musical numbers, but hand-hel- d
cameras and beautifully
inelegant close-up- s remain bis
l.
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fate. Her only solace comes
from a few distant friends, her
part in a local production of
The Sound of Music," and in her
imaginative daydreams that escalate
into full-blo- wn musical numbers.
The factory machinery lays a
rhythm that develops into
melody, vocals and such exuber-
ant choreography as to reinvent
the genre for an MTV-raise- d
audience. Bjdrk's voice seems
divine, next to her life' pallor
and gloom, and only a misan-
thrope would not exalt with her
raw exultation.
Outside of the mubic
sequences, the actress is a well
of pathos, much like Emily
Wain's "Bess ONcal" in Von
Trier's earlier "Breaking The
Waves." Bjorks innocent, hard-
working and fundamentally
good character Selma is an
embodiment of a virtue that
society is supposed to revere and
cultivate, which makes the film
emotionally wrecking in the end.
Selma is forced into a tragic
situation when her son's opera-
tion is endangered, and through
her decency and selflessness
finds herself on death row.
A.O. Scott of 'The New York
Times" writes that Von Trier
"seems to be conducting a dia-
bolical experiment to determine
if the virtuosic brutality of his
style can manipulate the audi-
ence into feeling what it cannot
believe. And the experiment is
remarkably successful, especial-
ly in the film's devastating final
scenes."
.Those harrowing last
moments are indelibly imprinted
due largely to the foreshadowing
of Selma's lyrical optimism.
There's always someone to
catch meAVhen I fall." she sings
and mu.es on the wonJer of
nsusical "Nothing awful ever
happens" throughout the
f'"i.
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on the e-;ectat- ions of a j-enre-s- avvy
a-.- i '..ftice, on bis predeces-
sors' conventions of style and
content. His voice, coupled with
fork's, is effectively jarring.
"I've seen it allThere is nothing
left to see," laments Selma, but
Von Trier winks at us and prom-
ises we haven't If I was not so
overwhelmed with sadness, I
would have smiled.
"Dancer in the Dark " is play-
ing at the Cedar Lee Tlieater in
Cleveland Heights. Evening
sliows cost $7.25 For more
information call 440-717-469- 6.
Roy wins 448, sets all-tim- e record
With a little help from officials, Patrick Roy of the Colorado
I Avalanche pulled out a 4-- 3 overtime win over the Washington
I : Capitals to overtake Terry Sawchuk as the NHL's all-ti- me win- -
I ningest goalie.
Mike Myers, Dennis Leary and NHL Hall-of-Fam- er Gordie
i Howe spoke in a lengthy postgame celebration. The undefeated
i Avalanche had trouble with the winless Capitals, jumping to a 2- -
0 lead before letting the Car Itals back in the game.
The winning shot was assisted by Ray Eourque, who back in his
Boston days had 48 goals in 58 games against Roy, the most by
anyone. "The game felt like a playoff game with all the media
attention and just everythirs surrounding the whole situation,"
said Bourque, "but he deserves it."
11 tca:;i to beat in AFC
After a convincing 27-1- 3 win over the Jacksonville Jaguars on
Monday Night Football, the Tennessee Titans look like possible
repeat division winners. Titan quarterback Steve M-N- air has- -
improved his vertical passing game immensely with the addition
of cftenxive coordinator ? Hte HeimerJIr
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Dennis Miller on Monday
Kiskt Footb 11 on October 9th.
James Allardice
- Editor-In-Chi- ef
After two straight losses, the
Scots are in jeopardy of losing
their third straight game for the
first time since 1994 when
Ursinus, a 1999 playoff team
comes to John P. Papp Stadium on
Saturday.
Last Saturday the Scots fell 42-,2- 6
to number five Tanked
Wittenberg in Springfield to bring
the Scots' record to 4-- 2.
In the midst of the toughest part
of their schedule facing Ohio
Wesleyan, Wabash, Wittenberg,
Ursinus and Allegheny next week,
teams with a combined record of
19-- 7 the Scots' chances at an
NCAC crown are essentially over.
The team is currently fifth in the
NCAC, with a conference record
of 2-- 2.
Ursinus enters Saturday's non-confere- nce
showdown with a 5--1
record and should pose a formida-
ble foe for the Wooster defense
averaging over 35 points per
game.
The Scot defense, which had
been impressive all year, surren-
dered 42 points to Wittenberg last
week, highlighted by Casey
Donaldson's 262 yards rushing
and four touchdowns.
The Scots hung with the Tigers
for three quarters, but the Tigers
o 19
Schmitz optimistic about future
Josh Pantesco
Staff Writer
. Coach Mike Schmitz has a lot
to be proud of. He served as the
Scots' offensive coordinator under
Jim Barnes, during which time the
Wooster football program has
gone 32--8 and tied for the 1997
league championship.
When Barnes resigned last
spring to coach bis alma mater
Augustana (111). Schmitz was
named head coach in his stead
shortly thereafter. And despite
graduating 21 players, 10 of
whom earned all-confere- nce hon-
ors in 1999, and having to hire
five new staff members, Schmitz
has maintained Wooster 's status
as a force in the conference.
Schmitz is comfortable with the
start his team produced, and is
sure his team is ready to make the
pulled away in the fourth quarter,
in part because the Scots were
decimated by injury. Early in the
game, after Wittenberg took a 7-- 0
lead, the Scots responded with a
11 -play 72-ya- rd drive, but lost
kicker Joe Zombek '01 to a knee
injury.
For the rest of the game the
Scots were forced to go for two-poi- nt
conversions, attempting
several fourth-dow- n conversions
when inside field goal range. On
their next drive the Scots moved
down to the .Wittenberg 22-ya- rd
line and were forced to go for it on
fourth-and-seve- n.
The Scots got the first down and
eventually scored on a one-yar- d
run from Scott Jones '01, faking a
12--7 lead after the conversion
. attempt failed.
For the remainder of the first
half the Scots and Tigers traded
punches. Wittenberg reclaimed
the lead on a Donaldson run from
five yards out, only to see the
Scots go up 18-1- 4 on a pass from
quarterback Justin Abraham '01
to Jones on fourth-and-go- al from
the six-ya- rd line.
On the next two Wittenberg
possessions the Tigers scored,
once on a 19-ya- rd run from
Donaldson and another on a pass
from quarterback Anthony Crane
to Mike Aljancic, making the
Photo by Liz Farina
commitment to winning the rest of
the games this season. "Our game
against Ohio Weselyan was a big
conference win, and I am also
very proud of our play against
score 26-1- 8 at halftime.
II In the third period the Scots
were able to capitalize on a
Donaldson fumble, turning it into
a seven-pla- y 22-ya- rd drive that
resulted in another touchdown for
Jones. The Scots were able to
convert the two-poi- nt conversion
and tie the game at 26.
But with just 45 seconds
remaining in the third quarter,
Donaldson scored on a 16-ya- rd
touchdown run that gave the
Tigers a 33-2- 6 lead and sealed the
Scots hope with a 61 --yard touch-
down run midway through the
fourth quarter, giving Wittenberg
" a 14 point lead. I
The Scot offense was unable to
muster any sort of attack in the
fourth quarter, in part because
Abraham was forced to leave the
game and third string quarterback
Mike Ray '01 went under center.
The Tigers added a late safety to
run the final score to 42-2- 6. The
last regular season loss for the
Tigers came in '97 at the hands of
the Scots.
This week, the Scots will have
to overcome injuries again in
order to defeat Ursinus.
Quarterbacks Abraham and Jeff
Spraggins '03 are listed as proba-
ble, while Zombek is listed as
questionable but remains on
crutches.
" Wittenberg he said. "We were
i able to bounce back from Wabash,
"
where we didn't"' even approach
, jlaying --welly and give Wittenberg
J kgime. This is i positive' com--
mentary on the team. But by the same
token, we're not about being close
we're about winning," he sakL
The Scots are also about team
; unity, Schmitz said. "We work on
it daily," he continued.' "We want
our relationship to be like that of a
family, and we think we have
done that for our players."
' Schmitz also stressed the need
to bounce back, from the Scots'
losses this year. "It is difficult to
overcome adversity, but it is
important," he said "We need to
mentally be where we need to be.
People who are successful are
those who see losses as setbacks
and can bounce back."
Nailbiter in Wooster
Men 's soccer prevails
over conference foe
Ann Raymond
... Sports Editor
David Workman '04 did not realize
his grandmother was in the stands on
Saturday until after the firstovertime of
Wooster 's game versus Wittenberg.
So, after 90 minutes of regulation he
said to his team, "Hey, let's do this."
And for the next 15 minutes of over-
time play Wooster held the Tigers
scoreless but could not manage to put
one in the net either.
When Ae team regrouped for the
bner pause
between
overtime
periods.
Workman
noticed bis
grandmother
and then told
Ms team,
"Hey guys,
we have to
win because
my grand--
Hey guys, we
have to win
because my
grandmother is
here, " Workman
said.
mother is
here." The Scots took to the field
for the second and final extra peri-
od, and again held the Tigers
scoreless.
Finally, in the 115th minute or
action, Dan Kelly '02 redirected a
pass from Colin Berdzar '02 u?
With the goal, Kelly tallied his
tenth score of the season and now
leads the team with 19 points.
Kelly also is ranked fifth in the
NCAC with 21 points of his 10
goals and one assist. Berdzar
gained a point for the assist and is
ranked fourth on the team with
eight points.
The Scots were again solid in
the backfield, allowing only eight
Wittenberg shots. Wooster cap-
tured its third shutout in four
games with Workman taking cred-
it for two of those blanks.
All systems seem to be go for
the Scots as they head into the
home stretch
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of their sched-
ule. With three
games left,
Wooster is
ranked fifth in
the conference
and will play
their last home
game on
Saturday. The
Scots (8-4-- 2,
3-3-
-0 NCAC)
host Wabash, who has yet to win a
confemece match all season. This
contest should prove to be another
step towards the Scots' dreams of
postseason play.
' Although Adam Wegner '01 did
not play in the Wittenberg game,
he is currently ranked fourth
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Friday, Oct 20:
Happy Hour (5p.m. -- 9p.m.)
Dance Party (9 p.m. 1 a.nu)
Saturday, Oct 21:
Don't Throw Shoes (8p.m. -- 9p.m.)
Dance Party (9 p.m. - 1 cum.)
Monday, Oct 23:
" Sports Night (8 p.m. -- 11 p.m.)
Wednesday, Oct. 25:
After Hours Cafe (9 p.m. -- 12 a.m.)
Everyone is welcome and we hope to see you there!
The men 's cross country circumnavigates campus yesterday.
Photo by Dan Bartha
All-Oh- io CC meet
Megan Eberts
Staff Writer
The Wooster men's and
women's cross country teams held
on strong in the 2000 All-Oh- io
Intercollegiate Cross Country
Championships. Thanks to the
beautiful weather during the
Friday afternoon event, at Ohio
Wesleyan, ran smoothly. This
meet also featured an acu-tra- ck
system to enable the results of the
the race to be tallied more quick-l- y.
In the men's race, Nick
Chiorian '01 led the Scots, with a
42nd place finish in a time of
27:43. With the help of the mid-
dle pack, the Scots finished a
respectable third of eight teams in
Division III, finishing 14th out of
the 36 total teams.
Gabe Thompson '03 turned in a
time of 28:32, finishing 103rd. He
was backed up by classmate Jared .
21
Rhode in 1 10th place with a time
of 28:38. Brendan Callahan '03
made a comeback from a rough
start, finishing 138th in a time of
29:04.
The Wooster women had a
strong performance as well
despite an accidental course re-
routing which lengthened the race
distance and offset times. The
Scots finished sixth out of 18
Division III teams and 19th out of
36 total teams. Rachel Dawson
'01 had an outstanding perform-
ance with a 47th place finish in a
timeof 20:36. Teammate Sandy
Tecklenberg '01 ran a tough race
but came back to finish strong in
112th place.
Barbara Patrick '03 and
Colleen Call '04 finished 131st
and 136th. respectively.
Wooster's force continued with
Devon Herl '03 finishing 15 1st,
followed by teammate Lisa
Minich '03 in 157th place.
Head Coach Dennis Rice said
he felt that "both teams per-
formed strong, and are capable of
even more. We are looking for-
ward to the NCAC champi-
onships," he said.
Wooster will run next at
Oberlin on Oct. 28.
Women 's soccer hanging on
Erica Barnhill
Sports Editor
The playoff hopes of the
women's soccer team may not be
dead yet, but they're definitely
headed for life support in ICU.
The Scots, who started the sea-
son with the goal of nabbing a
spot in this year's inaugural .
NCAC tournament, ' watched that
goal start to slip away with a loss
to Kenyon on Sunday. -
Both teams entered the match
tied for fourth in the NCAC with a
3--2 conference record, making the
game a must-wi- n for both teams.
On paper, Wooster dominated
the contest, outshooting the
Ladies 14-- 6.
However, the game is played
not on paper but on the field, and
it is the number of goals, not
shots, that win games.
So when Kenyon snuck one
past Wooster keeper Nicole
Roman '03 early in the second
period, they got the only number
that really mattered, and Wooster
was left with the losing end of a 1- -0
shutout (their second of the
year) and a 3-- 3 conference record.
The loss dropped them to fifth in
the NCAC, one spot shy of quali-
fying for the postseason,
"i
.But Wooster's 2-- 0 shutout of
. Oberlin on Tuesday leaves the
, Scots hanging by a thread. ; .
Beth Hemminger '03 converted
an assist from Stephanie Hulke
'02 into a goal to give Wooster an
early 1-- 0 lead.
Jessica Bacon '03 tacked on
some insurance off an assist from
Jennifer Bongiovanni '03 in the
second half, and the Scots cruised
to a 2-- 0 shutout, taking their con-
ference record to 4--3 enabling the
Scots to have a shot at the play-
offs.
Get out your calculators this
is where it gets complicated. With
only one game left on their sched-
ule, Wooster's playoff fate rests not
only on whether or not the Scots win,
but also on who loses.
In order to make the postseason,
all of the following must happen:
Kenyon must lose both of its
remaining NCAC games. The
Ladies have thus far complied,
falling to Denison (6-- 1 ) yesterday.
Their final match is against
Allegheny (6-- 1 ) on Saturday.
Wooster must at least play
Ohio We&leyan (5-- 1) to overtime
(thus earning one point) in their
final match on Saturday in order
to get enough points in the stand-
ings to pass Kenyon and claim the
number four spot for themselves.
In 1999, OWU handed the Scots a
4--3 loss.
If Wooster and Kenyon tie for
fourth, Kenyon would get the
tourney spot because the Ladies
beat the Scots in regular season
play.
And while many of the circum-
stances involved are out of
Wooster's control, they must still
face the perennially tough
Battling Bishops on OWU's home
turf on Saturday.
PO RTS
Scots extend winning streak
Ben Mitchell
' Assistant Sports Editor
The Scot field hockey team
continued its solid play of late by
winning two games against
Slippery Rock University and
Denison University.
Wooster stretched its winning
streak to four games with a 4-- 1
victory over Slippery Rock on
Sunday afternoon.
The key to the victory was a
seven-minu- te stretch during the
middle of the opening half when
the Scots scored three goals. Two
of these goals came off of the
stick of Nicole Pritchard '04 to
give her three on the year. Miriam
Esber '02 assisted Pritchard on the
first goal of the contest. Esber tal-
lied a goal herself 4:26 later off a
pass from Emily White '02.
Pritchard struck again just a cou-
ple of minutes after Esber's goal,
this time with an assist from Katie
McCoy '04. Amanda Bernardon
'01 gave Wooster their fourth goal
of the game, and the Scots had a
commanding 4--0 lead late in the
-- ? firsthalf off a feed from White.
Slippery Rock prevented the
shutout with a goal ten minutes
into the second half. Melissa
Goodwin '01 needed only make
six saves on the day, as the Scots
were able to keep the game in the
Rock's end for most of the day.
Wooster improved to 8-- 5 overall with
this rjon-conferen- ce victory.
On Wednesday, Wooster defeated
rival Denison 3--1 for the first time in-thre- e
years. The Big Red had been the
topped ranked team in the NCAC
The Scots started die scoring in the
first half with an unassisted goal by'
Pritchard. This marked Pritchard's
third goal of the last two games and
upped her season total to four.
Denison tied the game at 1- -1
early in the second half.
' However, Wooster was able to
Editors: Erica Barnhill & Ann Raymond
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Emily White '02 paves the way
bounce back with two consecutive
goals. Lindsey Boardman 03
notched her seventh goal of the
season, assisted by White. The
. Scots then put the game away
when Amanda Bernardon scored
an unassisted goal.
: "This was a huge win; it was
one of our. best games all year,"
said Pritchard. Pritchard credits
the team's recent success to the
leadership of the upperclassmen.
"The juniors and seniors on the
team have stepped up and are
leading us," she added.
Melissa Goodwin and the rest "
of the "defense has been key to
Wooster's recent wm streak. In
the past five games, only three
shots have gotten past Goodwin.
'Melissa has really stepped up.
She has been great during this
whole win streak," said White.
Wooster moved to 9--5 overall,
and 7--3 in the conference with the
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for a Wooster offensive drive.
victory. The Scots are in position
to move up on Denison and
Wittenberg.
The final two games of the sea--'
son will put the Scots up against
Oberlin and NCAC leading
Wittenberg in the season finale.
Oberlin has been a doormat all
year and should be an easy win.
Wittenberg dominated Wooster
earlier in the season. This is a
game that' could carry the team
through the GLCA tournament,
and which will show just how far
the Scots have come since the first
meeting." ' Wooster gets the Tigers
at home and on grass this time.
Many players felt the' turf at
Wittenberg gave the Tigers an
unfair advantage. "The grass will
definitely help us," said White.
"We have to talk to each other,
make good passes, play smart and
be positive to beat them,' con-
cluded Pritchard.
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Midnight madness lnisWooster
Chris Powers
Viewpoints Editor
Football season is only just
over half complete, but it -- is
already time to kick off basket-
ball season. This Friday night,
the Wooster men's basketball
team will present the third
annual Midnight Madness in'
Timken Gymnasium. Doors open
around 10:30 pjru and the festm--
ties will begin at 11p.m.
In the last two years, this
event has drawn large crowds,- - "
and Head Coach Steve Moore
is anticipating -- aa.-e.ven-' larger
turnout this year. "Last year
was a success, but we feel the
crowd will be even bigger this -
year, he said, t , ' , -
- The night will begin with the
first 100 College of Wooster
students in attendance receiving
free t-sh- irts, followed by sever-
al pnze-lade- n competitions for
VB spikes competition
Sarah Strickler
Staff Writer
Scot" volleyball continued its
season . upswing . with two non-confere-nce
victories in the past
week. On Saturday, Wooster
trounced the College of West
Virginia . 15-- 9, 15-- 4, 15-- 3. The
team continued their sweep on the
evening of Tuesday, Oct. 17,
against Geneva, emerging victo-
rious in four games with a score of
15-- 5, 13-1- 5, 15-- 8, 15-- 6.
Many players contributed to a
strong Scot showing on Tuesday
evening,' with five players regis-
tering at least five kills. Erin
Donnell '03, last week's NCAC
player of the week, led the team in
spikes with 10 and service aces
with three.
" Classmate Beth Moore '03 pro-
vided seven digs as well as the
the students and fans. There wilt
be a team shooting contest iir ;
which The winning team will
receive a party sub from-Subway- .
MClSports is sponsor-'-i
ing a three-poi- nt shootout and
will award a $100 gift certifi--
cate- - to the. champion. Also;
local radio station WQKT will
give a $50 compact disc certifi-
cate to the winner of a buzzer
beater contest . 1.
Then, the team will take the
; court for player introductions, a
three-poi- nt shooting contest and
a slam-dun- k contest Also, two
lucky fans will be randomly
.;. chosen to participate in a long
shot contest in which each will
have a chance to score, a three--quart-er
court shot or two of
three half-courte- rs. If either f
contestant makes their baskets,
he or she will win $10,000 from
FirstMerit Bank. . .
highest assist count for the night
and leading the Scots in digs was
Jen Petkovsek '02 with -- 13.
Petkovsek also recorded four
blocks, including three solos.
Holli Camelio '02 proved to be
a valuable Wooster asset Tuesday
night posting nine kills, 12 assists
and seven digs. Shelley Brown
'02 and Jenn Pock 01 each pro-
vided five kills, and Brown also
added nine digs.
: The Scots have five more
matches, two of them conference
meetings, before heading into the
NCAC tournament quarterfinals.
Tonight they travel to Notre
Dame College before facing con-
ference foes Wittenberg and
Oberlin on Saturday in Timken
Gymnasium. With a current --
record of 13-1- 0, the Scots are well
on their way to achieving their
first winning season since 1984."
Field Hockey Women's Soccer Football Men's Soccer Volleyball & CC
Oct. 20 vs. Wittenberg Oct. 21 at Ohio Wesleyan Oct. 21 vs. Ursinus Oct. 25 at Oberlin No meets scheduled
